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GIATI LAUNCHES THE ANTEBELLUM TEXTILE COLLECTION
GIATI Designs, Inc., manufacturer of quality crafted interior/exterior teak furniture, diecast aluminum furniture, market umbrellas, pavilions and European all-weather textiles
introduces The Antebellum Collection, a sophisticated and elegant textile collection
created with luxury in mind. Inspired by the lavish pre war lifestyle of the American South,
Antebellum evokes images of stately plantations amid grand oak trees, dogwood forests
and Spanish moss. Tantalizing fragrances emanating from gardens with abundant flora fill
the air. The Antebellum Collection is a refreshing group of designs that reflect the grace
and style of that opulent bygone era.
The Antebellum Collection encompasses 30skus in a wealth of lush and striking patterns,
colors, solids, textures, stripes, chenille and damask. Fabrics have names in tune with a
celebration of southern luxury. An exquisite coral pattern on a subtle pinstripe, Myrtle
Beach, is conveniently reversible. A charming magnolia motif, combined with a crisp,
wide-striped chenille is aptly named, Charleston Stripe. Plantation is a fresh, multi-colored
chenille stripe, while Savannah is the name for the solid chenille patterns. Carolina
Special is a dramatic, large-scale, geometric design in contrasting black and soft beige.
The chic black, white and grey damask, Masquerade, features metallic accents and is of
equal impact. Finally, The Antebellum Collection is rounded out by the curvilinear twists
and turns of the refined white matelassé, Steamboat.
All textiles are comprised of 100% solution-dyed acrylic and are guaranteed against
fading, splitting, peeling or cracking. These striking textiles are also water and mildew
resistant, as well as sunfast. The collection is the ultimate choice for both residential and
commercial applications.
GIATI Designs, Inc. is headquartered in Santa Barbara, California. Giati products are
available through a national network of designer showrooms and independent sales
representatives.

